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Abstract – The role of the interleaver in a Bit In-
terleaved Coded Modulation (BICM) system is inves-
tigated. Square block interleavers and convolutional
interleavers are compared to the random interleaver
originally used by Zehavi [1]. It is shown that for
short latencies (20 ms) the square block interleaver
performs better than the random interleaver. How-
ever, when the side of the square block interleaver,√
N , is a multiple of n, the coded bits are grouped in

such a way that the diversity, and hence performance,
is reduced.For short delays, the convolutional inter-
leaver outperforms both the random and square block
interleaver as the vehicle speed varies from pedestrian
to freeway speeds.

I. Introduction

In wireline modems, Trellis Coded Modulation
(TCM) techniques achieve high spectral efficiency by
generating coded sequences with large Euclidean dis-
tance. When designing codes for a wireless communi-
cations channel subject to fading, we encounter two
major differences. First, the performance now de-
pends on Hamming distance instead of Euclidean dis-
tance, and second, the error bursts generated by the
fades must be broken up. The new performance cri-
teria are addressed by using codes designed for max-
imum Hamming distance in conjunction with Gray-
labeled signal constellations. To break up the fades,
different interleaving methods are used: symbol-by-
symbol interleaving, I-Q-interleaving [2], coordinate
interleaving [3], and Bit Interleaved Coded Modula-
tion (BICM) [1], [4]. The longer the interleaver, the
better, in the sense that the channel samples tend
towards independent random samples from some dis-
tribution, usually Rayleigh. In voice communications,
however, the size of the interleaver is limited by a de-
lay constraint. The acceptable interleaver delay is
usually taken to be 20 ms. In this work, we investi-
gate the performance of a BICM system when such a
delay constraint is applied. We compare square block
interleavers and convolutional interleavers to the ran-
dom interleavers originally used by Zehavi.

The channel model used in this work is a correlated
Rayleigh fading channel. Our choice of signaling pa-
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rameters ensures that the transmitted signal experi-
ences a slowly varying, flat fading channel.

II. System Description

In a BICM system, the encoded bits are permuted be-
fore they are passed to the signal constellation map-
per. This increases the diversity order with the small-
est possible reduction in free Euclidean distance.

The information sequence i is fed into a rate R = k/n
feedforward convolutional encoder designed for max-
imum Hamming distance. The output sequence c of
n-tuples from the convolutional encoder is fed into
an interleaver, spreading the n bits in time to break
up fades. The interleaver may operate on the n bit-
streams individually, as in Zehavi’s original system,
or multiplex the bitstreams into a single bitstream be-
fore permuting the bits. After the interleaver, the bits
are grouped into sequence c′ of permuted n-tuples.
The permuted sequence c′ is mapped onto a Gray-
labeled signal constellation with 2n signal points by
a memoryless mapper, x = µ(c′).

At the receiver, we have a faded sequence corrupted
by additive white Gaussian noise, y = ρx+ n. Each
of the n bits that make up a channel symbol, yk,
partitions the signal constellation into two subsets,
Sci , i = 1 . . . n, c ∈ {0, 1}, where Sci is the subset of
constellation points where the i-th bit in the label
takes on the value c. For each of the n bits the decoder
computes two suboptimal metrics, one for each value
of the bit ci,
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The metrics are deinterleaved and combined into
branch metrics for the possible transitions in the code
trellis,
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Finally, the convolutional code is decoded to the path
that minimizes the accumulated metric,

m(y, c;ρ) =
N∑

p=1

m (yt, cy; ρt) , (3)



by applying the Viterbi Algorithm.

The structure of a BICM system using a rate R = 2/3
convolutional code is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Structure of a BICM system.

III. Performance

Following the analysis in [5], an upper bound for
the bit error probability for a coded system over a
Rayleigh fading channel at high signal-to-noise ratios
(SNR), is given by

Pb ≤
∑

x,x̂∈C
A(x, x̂)p(x)

∏

n∈η
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)
‖x̂n − xn‖2

(4)

where A(x, x̂) is the number of bit errors that results
when the receiver decodes to the sequence x̂ 6= x
instead of the transmitted sequence x, p(x) is the
a priori probability of transmitting the sequence x,
C is the set of possible sequences, Ēs/N0 is the av-
erage signal-to-noise ratio, and η is the index set of
non-zero distances between symbols in the sequences
x and x̂. The cardinality of η is the number of non-
zeros distances between the symbols along the correct
path and the symbols along an error event. By us-
ing a Gray-labeled signal constellation we assure that
the normalized squared Euclidean distance is lower-
bounded by

d2
E(µ(ĉ), µ(ĉ′))

Es
≥ dH(ĉ, ĉ′) ·∆0 (5)

≥ dfree ·∆0 (6)

where dfree is the free binary Hamming distance
of the convolutional code and ∆0 is the minimum
squared Euclidean distance of the signal constella-
tion. Hence, a code with good Hamming distance
gives good squared Euclidean distance.

In his original paper, Zehavi used codes with maxi-
mal dfree from [6, p. 331]. By using codes with Opti-
mum Distance Profile, i.e., codes whose distance pro-
file is equal or superior to that of any other code with
the same memory [7, p. 112], performance improve-
ments can be achieved. Simulations comparing the
feedforward and recursive systematic form of the rate
R = 2/3, memory-3 code in [6, p. 331] with the ODP
code having the same parameters in [7, p. 360] show
a performance gain of 1 dB at bit-error-rate (BER)
10−5; see Fig. 2. Both codes have a free Hamming

distance of 4 but their weight spectra are slightly dif-
ferent. The number of low weight codewords for the
two codes in shown in Table I.

The Hamming weight-4 error event is of length two,
with weight 2 on the diverging branch and weight
2 on the remerging branch for both the ODP and
non-ODP codes. For weight-5 error events, all error
events begin with a diverging branch with weight 2
and end with a weight-2 remerging branch. There
is one branch with Hamming weight 1 and in some
cases one or more branches with Hamming weight
zero. Our interpretation is that the performance dif-
ferences between the feedforward version of the ODP
and non-ODP codes can be attributed to the differ-
ence in multiplicity of the weight-5 error events.

i
0 1 2 3

non-ODP [6, p. 331] 1 8 24 73
ODP [7, p. 360] 1 5 24 71

Table I Number of output codewords of weight dfree + i for two

different codes.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of three different codes.

IV. Investigated Interleavers

The role of the interleaver in a BICM system is to
break up the fades on the correlated channel. In this
study, three kinds of interleavers have been compared:
random block interleavers, square block interleavers,
and convolutional interleavers.

A. Random Interleavers

The random block interleaver permutes each of the
n bit streams from the convolutional encoder sepa-
rately. For large block sizes, the random interleaver
mimics an infinite interleaver well and the channel
tends towards an uncorrelated fading channel. The
size of the random interleaver is chosen to be as large



as the delay constraint allows. The random inter-
leaver is used as a baseline for comparisons.

B. Square Block Interleavers

In the square block interleaver, the n output bit
streams are interlaced into a single bitstream and
stored in a square matrix of size N . The bits are
written row-wise and read out column-wise. For this
reason, this kind of interleaver is sometimes referred
to as a transposition interleaver. This interleaver can
break up fades of length up to

√
N/n symbols. Block

interleavers can also be rectangular, but we have not
investigated them in this work.

C. Convolutional Interleavers

A convolutional interleaver consists of a shift register
and a commutator to either insert symbols into or
read symbols from the shift register. Convolutional
interleavers are naturally stream-oriented and there-
fore well-suited to use with convolutional codes. In
recent research, convolutional interleavers have been
used to streamline turbo codes [8].

Ramsey [9] introduced a class of convolutional in-
terleavers described by two parameters (n2, n1) such
that no contiguous sequence of n2 symbols in the out-
put sequence from the interleaver contains any sym-
bols that were separated by less than n1 symbols
in the input sequence. Depending on how the con-
volutional interleaver is implemented, certain crite-
ria on relative primeness of n1 and n2 must be met.
By adding some shift logic to the shift register and
thereby only storing symbols yet to be read out, the
memory can be reduced roughly by a factor of two
compared to a square block interleaver able to break
up fades of comparable size.

To determine the parameters n2 and n1 we need to
know the average fade duration τ̄ . Let S̄ be the time
average of the fading amplitude. Depending on the
additive noise, this corresponds to an average SNR. If
the instantaneous amplitude s of the fading process
falls below a system-dependent threshold Serr, we will
make an error with high probability. The average
duration of a fade s ≤ Serr is then given by [10, p.
36].

τ̄ =
eγ

2 − 1√
2πfdγ

, (7)

where γ = Serr/S̄ and fd = v/λc is the maximum
Doppler frequency.

On average τ̄ ·RS transmitted symbols will be affected
by a fade, where RS is the signaling rate. We want
these symbols to be spread by the deinterleaver so
that no two of them will end up closer than α · ν in

the deinterleaved sequence, where ν is the constraint
length of the convolutional code and α is some con-
stant. If we interpret α as the truncation depth of
the Viterbi decoder, α should be 4 or 5. The de-
lay introduced by the interleaver depicted in Fig. 3 is
D = (n1 − 1)(n2 + 1). Subject to the overall delay
constraint, we let n2 ≥ τ̄ ·RS and n1 ≥ α · ν.
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Fig. 3. Ramsey Type IV convolutional interleaver.

We would like n2 ≥ τ̄ ·RS and n1 ≥ α · ν with α = 5.
Due to the overall delay constraint, this is not al-
ways possible. We simulated a system with γ = 0.54
and an overall delay constraint of 20 ms. With a
signaling rate of 20 k symbols per second, this gives
an average fade duration τ̄ = 2.98 ms, correspond-
ing to 60 symbols and an interleaver delay of 400
symbols. We used a memory-3 code and considered
n1 = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and n2 = 200, 79, 49, 35, 28. The
resulting performance is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Performance as a function of the parameters n1 and
n2.

For small values of n2, we can break up long fades, but
the deinterleaved channel samples end up too close to
each other for the code to be able to correct the errors,
i.e., the resulting n1 is too small. As n1 grows larger,
the performance improves up to a point where n2 is
too short to break up the fades. The actual values to
be used depend on the system used.

The convolutional interleaver performs a sub-
sampling of the fading channel with a factor of n2

and the effective fade duration is reduced. The fading
process is divided into n1 subsequences and interlaced
such that the (n2, n1) constraint is met. This effec-
tively gives a fading process with a higher Doppler



frequency, f ′d = n2fd. An example of a fading pro-
cess and the deinterleaved fading process is shown in
Fig. 5. The envelope of one of the n1 subprocesses is
indicated with a dashed line.
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Fig. 5. Original and deinterleaved fading process. Note the
different time scales.

V. Simulation Results

In the following simulations we have used a rate
R = 2/3 convolutional code and a Gray-labeled 8-
PSK signal constellation. The signaling rate is 20 k
symbols per second. The channel is modeled as a cor-
related, slowly varying , flat Rayleigh fading channel.

A. Latency Constraint

In voice communications, large interleaver size re-
sults in unacceptable latency and thus shorter block
lengths are required. An often-used number for ac-
ceptable interleaver latency is 20 ms. Although in-
creasing the signaling rate would allow more symbols
per block, the performance would not in general im-
prove, because more symbols would be affected by the
fades.

We first compare the performance of a random in-
terleaver and square interleaver for different inter-
leaver delays, shown in Fig. 6. In this case the vehicle
speed is 100 km/h, corresponding to fd = 83 Hz. For
short interleaver delays, the size of the interleaver is
so small that the randomly interleaved channel does
not mimic an uncorrelated fading channel particu-
larly well and the square block interleaver actually
performs slightly better than the random interleaver.

Note the “peaks” in the curve for the square block
interleaver at 25 ms and 48 ms. For the inter-
leavers corresponding to these delays, the side of the
interleaver,

√
N , is divisible by n, and all bits that

make up a channel symbol come from the same bit-
stream from the convolutional encoder. This reduces

the diversity in the system and results in a degrada-
tion in the performance. This effect can be avoided
by choosing the size of the interleaver such that the
side of the interleaver,

√
N , is relatively prime to

n. In particular, if we choose
√
N = (c · n) + 1,

where c is some constant, we get an interleaver of
size N = (c2n + 2c)n + 1. In this case, there will
always be one unused memory element in the lower
right corner but this will not affect the function of
the interleaver since that element is the last element
when both writing and reading data.
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Fig. 6. Performance as a function of interleaver delay for
random and square interleavers.

B. Mobile Speed

When the speed of the mobile varies, so does the char-
acteristic of the channel. For high speeds, the average
fade duration is comparably short, a few milliseconds
at 100 km/h. When the speed of the mobile is re-
duced, the average duration of a fade increases. At
some point the channel variations are so slow that the
interleaver no longer can break up the fades.

We now compare the performance of three different
interleavers as a function of the speed of the mo-
bile. The random interleaver permutes the three bit-
streams independently, 385 symbols at a time. The
square interleaver interlaces the 385 symbols into a
block of 1155 bits, corresponding to a side length√
N = 34 bits. The convolutional interleaver per-

mutes the three bitstreams separately, using the pa-
rameters n1

1 = 7, n2
1 = 8, n3

1 = 9 and n1
2 = 65, n2

2 =
55, n3

2 = 49, respectively. The convolutional inter-
leavers have a maximum delay of 20 ms. The simula-
tion results are show in Fig. 7.

Besides the general degradation of performance with
decreasing speed, there is an additional “periodic”
variation of the performance, in particular for the
convolutional interleavers. The convolutional inter-
leaver is designed for a particular average fade du-
ration, corresponding to a particular speed. When



the speed changes, so does the average fade duration
and the convolutional interleaver is no longer suit-
able. However, for most mobile speeds the convolu-
tional interleavers outperform both the square block
and random interleavers. This suggests that the con-
volutional interleaver better breaks up the fades when
the permissible interleaver delay is short.
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Fig. 7. Performance for three different interleavers as a func-
tion of the mobile speed.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper we have shown that the distance pro-
file of the convolutional code used in a BICM system
has a significant effect on the system performance. In
particular, simulations show that codes having an op-
timum distance profile outperforms non-ODP codes.

For very short delays, the square block interleaver
performs slightly better than the random interleaver,
but they are comparable at an interleaver delay of 20
ms.

For an interleaver delay of 20 ms, the convolutional in-
terleaver outperforms both the square block and ran-
dom interleaver over a wide range of mobile speeds.
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